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The majoron provides an attractive dark matter candidate, directly associated to the
mechanism responsible for spontaneous neutrino mass generation within the standard model
SU(3)c ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦U(1)Y framework. Here we update the cosmological and astrophysical con-
straints on majoron dark matter coming from Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and a variety
of X- and  –ray observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is by now established that only a small fraction (less
than 20%) of the matter in the Universe is in the form
of ordinary - i.e., baryonic - matter, while the rest is
in the form of so-called “dark matter”. The existence of
dark matter is inferred by gravitational anomalies at very
di↵erent scales, ranging from galactic scales to cluster
scales, and all the way up to the cosmological scales. In
particular, the 9-year data from theWilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [1, 2] have provided even
stronger support to the six-parameter ⇤CDM model, al-
though small-scale experiments like the Atacama Cos-
mology Telescope (ACT) [3] and the South Pole Tele-
scope (SPT) [4] hint to interesting, albeit discordant, de-
viations from this simple picture, like e.g. the presence of
other relativistic degrees of freedom, in addition to the
standard model neutrinos, or deviations from ordinary
gravity [5, 6]. On the other hand, the newly published
results from the Planck satellite have provided an even
stronger support to the minimal ⇤CDM model [7].
If the ⇤CDM model is certainly a phenomenological
success, nevertheless it is puzzling from the theoretical
point of view in many aspects. On one side, the na-
ture of both dark matter and dark energy, that together
make up for more than 95% of the total energy budget
of the Universe, is still unknown. On the other side, the
theory of inflation, that explains the formation of the
primeval seeds for density fluctuations from which galax-
ies originate, is still waiting to be embedded in a more
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fundamental theory. All these puzzles hint, and possibly
have their solution in, some physics beyond the standard
model (SM) of particle physics, or maybe in some modi-
fication of general relativity.
Although its precise nature is still unknown, there is
no shortage of candidates for the role of dark matter.
One of the most widely studied candidates to date is
the supersymmetric neutralino. Recent results from the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), however, have greatly re-
duced the available parameter space for supersymmetry,
at least in its simplest minimal supergravity implementa-
tions [8], reducing, perhaps, the appeal of supersymmet-
ric dark matter candidates. Other possible candidates
include axions, Kaluza-Klein dark matter, keV dark mat-
ter, such as sterile neutrinos, and many others. In partic-
ular, dark matter in the keV range has been advocated
by many authors (see for example Refs. [9–11] and refer-
ences therein) as a possible solution for the shortcomings
of the cold dark matter scenario at small scales.
The evidence for the existence of dark matter is very
strong, but only limited to e↵ects related to its grav-
itational interaction. The search for non-gravitational
evidence of the dark matter continues, in the form of
direct and indirect detection experiments, and by look-
ing for dark matter production in accelerators like the
LHC. A precise underpinning of the dark matter and de-
termination of its properties can only come through a
combination of these approaches.
If the dark matter has any connection to the world of
SM particles, there will be astrophysical signals one can
search for, in particular high energy photons from an-
nihilating or decaying dark matter (see Refs. [12, 13]
for a recent review). The most studied scenarios are
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2the broad spectrum annihilation signals from neutrali-
nos, but the real smoking gun is line emission (either
directly from the decay/annihilation [14, 15] or from
internal bremsstrahlung [16, 17]), for which the spec-
tral and spatial distribution is not easily mimicked by
astrophysical sources. The recent claim of line emis-
sion at E  = 130GeV in the Fermi data [18, 19] has
spurred a renewed interest in emission line searches at
high energy. However, the origin of the possible signal at
E  = 130GeV is still unknown and caution is encouraged
with respect to its interpretation [20].
It has been long suggested that the origin of dark mat-
ter could be related to the origin of neutrino masses
[21, 22]. In fact, the smallness of neutrino masses, as
compared to the other SM particles, is puzzling in it-
self. Most likely it is associated to the properties of the
messenger states whose exchange is responsible for in-
ducing them. This is the idea underlying the so-called
seesaw mechanism [23–27], whose details remain fairly
elusive. Especially appealing is the possibility that neu-
trino masses arise from the spontaneous violation of un-
gauged lepton number [28, 29]. The associated Nambu-
Goldstone boson, the majoron, could acquire a mass from
non-perturbative gravitational e↵ects [30, 31], and play
the role of the dark matter particle. In Ref. [32] the vi-
ability of the majoron as a dark matter particle was ex-
plored using the WMAP 3-year data and in Ref. [33] the
possible X-ray signature associated to majoron decay was
investigated. A specific theoretical model implementing
the seesaw mechanism and an A4 flavour symmetry was
described in [34].
In this paper, we update our previous constraints in
the light of the more recent cosmological and astrophys-
ical data. Regarding cosmology we use the WMAP 9-
year data [1, 2] (as discussed in Sec. III, we do not ex-
pect our results to change significantly using other CMB
data). On the astrophysical front we include emission line
searches on the entire range of photon energies between
0.07 keV and 200GeV from Chandra X-ray Observatory,
X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission - Newton (XMM), High En-
ergy Astronomy Observatory Program (HEAO), INTEr-
national Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTE-
GRAL), Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO),
and the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
recall the relevant majoron physics. In Secs. III and IV,
we derive observational constraints on the majoron decay
to neutrinos and photons, respectively, and we compare
them to the predictions of a general seesaw model. Fi-
nally, in Sec. V we draw our conclusions.
II. SEESAW MAJORON PHYSICS
The basic idea of majoron physics is that
the lepton number symmetry of the standard
SU(3)c ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦U(1)Y model is promoted to a
spontaneously broken symmetry [28, 29]. This requires
the presence of a lepton-number-carrying complex scalar
singlet,  , coupling to the singlet neutrinos ⌫cL, as
follows,
  ⌫cL
T 2⌫
c
L +H.c. (1)
with the Yukawa coupling  . This term provides the large
mass term in the seesaw mass matrix
M⌫ =
"
Y3v3 Y⌫v2
Y⌫
T v2 Y1v1
#
(2)
in the basis of “left” and “right”-handed neutrinos ⌫L,
⌫cL. The model is characterized by singlet, doublet and
triplet Higgs scalars whose vacuum expectation values
(vevs) are arranged to satisfy v1   v2   v3 obeying a
simple vev seesaw relation of the type
v3v1 ⇠ v22. (3)
The vev v1 drives lepton number violation and induces
also a small but nonzero v3, while v2 is fixed by the
masses of the weak gauge bosons, theW and the Z. Note
that the vev seesaw condition implies that the triplet vev
v3 ! 0 as the singlet vev v1 !1. The three vevs deter-
mine all entries in the seesaw neutrino mass matrix. Re-
garding the Yukawa couplings, Y⌫ is an arbitrary flavour
matrix, while Y3 and Y1 are symmetric. The e↵ective
light neutrino mass obtained by perturbative diagonal-
ization of Eq. (2) is of the form
m⌫ ' Y3v3   Y⌫Y1 1Y⌫T v2
2
v1
(4)
Together with Eq. (3) this summarizes the essence of the
seesaw mechanism.
In order to identify which combination of Higgs fields
gives the majoron, J, one may write the scalar potential
explicitly, minimize it, and determine the resulting scalar
mass matrices. However, one can do this simply by ex-
ploiting the invariance properties of the Higgs potential
V [29]. The result is proportional to the combination
J / v3v22 Im( 0)  2v2v32 Im( 0) (5)
+v1(v2
2 + 4v3
2) Im( ) (6)
3up to a normalization factor. Im() denotes the imaginary
parts, while  0 and  0 refer to the neutral components
of the triplet and doublet scalars respectively, and   is
the scalar singlet introduced in Eq. 1. We remark the
presence of the quartic lepton-number-conserving term
 † ⌧2 ⇤ ⇤ +H.c. (7)
in the scalar potential. Here ⌧2 is the weak isospin Pauli
matrix, and v2 ⌘ h i, v1 ⌘ h i, v3 ⌘ h i. This term
illustrates the need for mixing among neutral fields be-
longing to all three Higgs multiplets in the expression
for the majoron, Eq. (5). As a result the majoron has
an explicit coupling to two photons leading to a possible
indirect detection of majoron dark matter by searching
for the corresponding high energy photons [33], which we
treat in Sec. IV.
We now turn to the form of the couplings of the ma-
joron within the above seesaw scheme, characterized by
spontaneous lepton number violation in the presence of
singlet, doublet and triplet Higgs scalars. Again one can
derive the form of the couplings of the majoron using
only the symmetry properties, as described in Ref. [29],
LYuk = iJ
2
X
ij
⌫Ti gij 2⌫j +H.c. (8)
The result is a perturbative expansion for the majoron
couplings
gij =  m
⌫
i
v1
 ij + . . . (9)
where the dots . . . denote higher order terms. One sees
that, to first approximation, the majoron couples to the
light mass-eigenstate neutrinos inversely proportional to
the lepton number violation scale v1 ⌘ h i and propor-
tionally to their mass. With this we can compute the
dark matter majoron decay rate to neutrinos as
 J!⌫⌫ =
mJ
32⇡
P
i(m
⌫
i )
2
2v21
, (10)
where the Majoron mass mJ is presumably generated by
non-perturbative gravitational e↵ects [30, 31]. Moreover,
there is a sub-leading majoron decay mode to photons.
Within the general seesaw model this decay is induced at
the loop level, resulting in [33]
 J!   =
↵2m3J
64⇡3
      
X
f
NfQ
2
f
2v23
v22v1
( 2T f3 )
m2J
12m2f
      
2
, (11)
where Nf , Qf , T
f
3 and mf denote respectively the color
factor, electric charge, weak isospin and mass of the SM
electrically charged fermions f . We note that this for-
mula is an approximation valid for mJ ⌧ mf ; however
we will always use the exact formula in the actual calcu-
lations.
The decay of the majoron dark matter to neutrinos
provides the most essential and model–independent fea-
ture of the majoron dark matter scenario, namely, it is a
decaying dark matter model where the majoron decays
mainly to neutrinos, a mode that is constrained from the
CMB observations, as we discuss in Sec. III.
III. CMB CONSTRAINTS ON THE INVISIBLE
DECAY J ! ⌫⌫
A. Method
We start by deriving constraints on the majoron prop-
erties from CMB anisotropy data. The majoron di↵ers
from most dark matter candidates in that it is unstable,
since it must decay to neutrinos, as seen in Eq. (10), al-
though it obviously has to be long-lived enough to play
the role of the dark matter today.
In order to investigate the observable e↵ects of ma-
joron decay on the CMB, the Boltzmann equation de-
scribing the phase-space evolution of dark matter par-
ticles must be modified accordingly, as shown e.g. in
Ref. [35], both at the background and at the perturba-
tion level. The main e↵ect of the late dark matter decay
to invisible relativistic particles is an increase of the late
integrated Sachs-Wolfe e↵ect, caused by the presence of
an extra radiation component at small redshifts. This
is reflected in the CMB power spectrum by an increased
amount of power at the largest angular scales (i.e., small
multipoles). Too large a decay rate would produce too
much radiation and too much large-scale power, and thus
be at variance with observations. In Ref. [32] two of us
have used this e↵ect to constrain the majoron lifetime.
However, we did not take properly into account the e↵ect
of majoron decay on the age of the Universe; this led to
an underestimate of the upper limit of the majoron decay
rate. We have now corrected this.
We use a modified version of CAMB [36], taking into
account the finite lifetime of the majoron, to evolve the
cosmological perturbations and compute the anisotropy
spectrum of the CMB for given values of the cosmolog-
ical parameters. We assume that we can neglect the
velocity dispersion of majorons, i.e. we treat the ma-
joron as a cold dark matter particle (mJ   TJ). In
4order to compute bayesian confidence intervals and sam-
ple the posterior distributions for the parameters of the
model, given some data, we use the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm as implemented in CosmoMC [37] (interfaced
with our modified version of CAMB). The model can be
completely characterized by the six parameters of the
standard ⇤CDM model, namely the present density pa-
rameters ⌦bh2 and ⌦dmh2 of baryons and dark matter
respectively, the angular size of the sound horizon at re-
combination1 ✓, the optical depth to recombination ⌧rec,
the spectral index ns and amplitude As (evaluated at the
pivot scale k0 = 0.002 Mpc 1) of the spectrum of primor-
dial scalar fluctuations, to which we add the decay rate
 J!⌫⌫ of majorons to neutrinos. We marginalize over
the amplitude of the contamination from the Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich signal. We assume spatial flatness, massless
neutrinos and adiabatic initial conditions.
Following our previous work [32], instead of ⌦dmh2 we
use, as a base parameter, the quantity searly defined as:
searly ⌘ ⇢dm
⇢b
    
t⌧  1J!⌫⌫
, (12)
i.e., the ratio between the energy densities of dark matter
and baryons at early times. This can be related to the
present dark matter density by means of
⌦dmh
2 = searly ⌦bh
2 e  
 1
J!⌫⌫t0 , (13)
where t0 is the present age of the Universe. Also, we
do not vary directly the decay rate  J!⌫⌫ in our Monte
Carlo runs, but instead the ratio  J!⌫⌫/H0. Finally,
we express the amplitude of primordial fluctuations in
terms of ln(1010As). Our base parameter set, consisting
of those parameters with uniform priors that are varied
in the Monte Carlo runs, is summarized in the upper part
of Tab. I.
We perform our analysis using the most recent WMAP
9-year temperature and polarization data [1, 2]. In par-
ticular, for the temperature power spectrum we include
data up to `max = 1200. We use the latest (V5) version
of the WMAP likelihood code, publicly available at the
lambda website2.
1 We have also repeated our analysis using H0 as a base parameter
in place of ✓ and found excellent agreement between the results
obtained using the two parameterizations.
2 http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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FIG. 1. One-dimensional posterior for the dark matter den-
sity parameter ⌦dmh
2 obtained from the WMAP9 data, for
the ⇤CDM (black dashed) and decaying majoron DM (red
solid) models.
B. Results
We first perform a control ⇤CDM run by fixing the
value of  J!⌫⌫ to 0 (i.e., we consider stable dark mat-
ter) and check that we can consistently reproduce the re-
sults quoted in the WMAP9 parameter paper [1]. Then
we allow for the possibility of decaying dark matter; our
results for the cosmological parameters are summarized
in the fourth column of Tab. I. We find that the limits
on the parameters of the standard ⇤CDM model do not
change significantly, with the one exception of the present
dark matter density. In particular, taking as a reference
the values quoted in Table 3 of Ref. [1], the uncertain-
ties of the other parameters increase by less than 10%,
and the posterior means shift by a fraction of a standard
deviation at most.
For the present majoron density parameter, we find:
⌦dmh
2 = 0.102± 0.010 (68%C.L.) . (14)
Compared with the WMAP9 ⇤CDM result of ⌦dmh2 =
0.1138±0.0045 [1], our estimate is shifted towards smaller
values, and has an uncertainty which is a factor two
larger. In Fig. 1, we compare the marginalized one-
dimensional posterior for ⌦dmh2 in the framework of the
decaying dark matter model, with the one obtained from
our control ⇤CDM run. The reason for both the shift and
the increase of the error bars will be discussed below.
For the purpose of the present analysis, we are mainly
interested in the limits on the decay width of majoron to
neutrinos,  J!⌫⌫ . We get the following upper limit at
5TABLE I. Cosmological parameter used in the analysis. The upper part of the table lists the base parameters, i.e., those with
uniform priors that are varied in the Monte Carlo run. The lower part lists derived parameters of interest. For each parameter,
we quote the initial prior range (for base parameters only) and the confidence limits, in the form of posterior mean ± 68%
uncertainty, with the exception of those parameter for which we can only derive an upper limit. In this case we only report the
95% confidence limit.
Parameter Definition Prior range Limits
⌦bh
2 Present density of baryons [0.005, 0.1] 0.02290± 0.00054
searly Primordial dark matter to baryon ratio
a [0, 10] 4.92± 0.27
100✓ 100⇥ angular size of the sound horizon at recombination [0.5, 10] 1.0401± 0.0023
⌧rec Optical depth to recombination [0.01, 0.8] 0.090± 0.014
ns Spectral index of scalar perturbations [0.5, 1.5] 0.977± 0.014
ln(1010As) Log amplitude of scalar perturbations at k0 = 0.002 Mpc
 1 [2.7, 4.0] 3.162± 0.048
 J!⌫⌫H 10 Ratio between majoron decay rate and expansion rate [0, 1] < 0.269
⌦dmh
2 Present dark matter density . . . 0.102± 0.010
⌦⇤ Present dark energy density
b . . . 0.743± 0.030
H0 Hubble parameter today (km s
 1 Mpc 1) . . . 71.5± 2.6
 J!⌫⌫ Majoron decay rate to neutrinos (10 19s 1) . . . < 6.40
me↵J E↵ective majoron mass
c (keV) . . . 0.1577± 0.0067
a See definition in Eq. (12).
b We consider a constant equation of state w =  1.
c See definition in the text.
95% C.L.
 J!⌫⌫  6.4⇥ 10 19 s 1 . (15)
after marginalizing over the remaining parameters of the
model. This results in a lower limit to the majoron life-
time ⌧J   50Gyr, roughly four times the age of the Uni-
verse. This limit is slightly relaxed to ⌧J   37Gyr when
we allow for the possibility of extra degrees of freedom
at the time of recombination, by varying Ne↵ .
In the left panel of Fig. 2 we show 68% and 95% con-
fidence regions in the ( J!⌫⌫ , ⌦dmh2) parameter plane.
There is an evident anti-correlation between decay rate
and abundance that is explained by the fact, already dis-
cussed in Ref. [32], that the CMB anisotropy spectrum
is mainly sensitive to the amount of dark matter prior to
the time of recombination (through the height of the first
peak), as this sets the time of matter-radiation equality.
Once the amount of dark matter in the early Universe
is fixed, increasing the decay rate results in a smaller
amount of dark matter at the present time, and viceversa.
This degeneracy between ⌦dmh2 and  J!⌫⌫ explains the
di↵erent shape of the posteriors shown in Fig. 1, and
consequently explains the lower value and larger uncer-
tainty of the estimate of ⌦dmh2 with respect to those
obtained for ⇤CDM. In fact, if we compute constraints
on the primordial dark matter density (for example con-
sidering the combination ⌦dmh2 exp ( J!⌫⌫t0), which is,
up to a multiplicative constant, the comoving density of
dark matter at early times), we find consistent results
between the ⇤CDM and the majoron DM models.
In the limit of cold dark matter, one can not directly
constrain the mass of the dark matter particle itself,
since this quantity never appears explicitly neither in the
background nor in the perturbation equations. Instead,
the mass only appears implicitly inside the physical den-
sity parameter ⌦dmh2, in combination with the present
number density n0dm, since for nonrelativistic particles
⌦dmh2 / ⇢dm = mdmn0dm. The calculation of the num-
ber density relies on the knowledge of the production
mechanism of the dark matter particle and on its ther-
mal history. If the majoron was in thermal equilibrium
with the rest of the cosmological plasma at some early
time, and decoupled while still relativistic, one finds
⌦thdmh
2 =
⇣ g⇤S
106.75
⌘ 1 ⇣ mJ
1.40 keV
⌘
e J!⌫⌫t0 , (16)
where g⇤S parametrizes the entropy content of the Uni-
verse at the time of majoron decoupling. If the majoron
decouples when all the degrees of freedom of the SM of
particle physics are excited and in thermal equilibrium,
one has g⇤S = 106.75. In order to account for a more
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FIG. 2. Two-dimensional WMAP-9 constraints on the majoron dark matter parameters. The light (dark) shaded regions
correspond to 68% (95%) confidence regions. Left panel: present density vs. decay rate to neutrinos. Right panel: e↵ective
mass vs. decay rate to neutrinos.
general scenario, following Ref. [32], we write
⌦thdmh
2 =  
⇣ mJ
1.40 keV
⌘
e J!⌫⌫t0 , (17)
so that   = 1 corresponds to the case of a thermal ma-
joron decoupling when g⇤S = 106.75. The parameter  
encodes our ignorance about the majoron thermal his-
tory, and   6= 1 can account both for a thermal majoron
decoupling when g⇤S 6= 106.75, or for a non-thermal dis-
tribution. Non-thermal production mechanisms include,
for example, a phase transition [22] or the evaporation of
majoron strings [38]. However, a detailed study relating
the parameters of the underlying particle physics model
to the cosmological majoron abundance in any of these
scenarios is still lacking, so it is di cult to identify, on
purely theoretical grounds, the range of reasonable values
of beta.
Using Eqs. (17), we can constrain the “e↵ective mass”
me↵J ⌘  mJ and get:
me↵J = (0.158± 0.007) keV (68%C.L.) . (18)
In the right panel of Fig. 2 we show 68% and 95% con-
fidence regions in the ( J!⌫⌫ , me↵J ) plane. This should
substitute the results appearing in Ref. [32]. Moreover,
we stress again that this constraints can be read in terms
of the actual majoron mass only in the case of thermal
majoron decoupling when g⇤S = 106.75 (i.e.,   = 1).
Since the CMB does not really constrain the majoron
mass (at least in the cold limit), in the next section
we will consider values of the mass also outside the keV
range. We do not consider values of the mass below ⇠
0.15 eV (corresponding to   >⇠ 1) as they are likely to
lead to problems in the context of structure formation
due to the large free-streaming length of the particle [39]
(although a detailed study would require the knowledge
of the full distribution function). The soft X-ray band
is also observationally challenging with no current high-
resolution observations appropriate for line-searches.
IV. X- AND  -RAY CONSTRAINTS ON THE
PHOTON DECAY J !   
One of the most interesting features of sponta-
neous lepton number violation within the general
SU(3)c ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦U(1)Y seesaw model is that the neu-
trino decay mode in Eq. (10) is accompanied by a two-
photon mode, Eq. (11), as a result of the Eq. (5). The
decay into photons is constrained by a number of astro-
physical observations.
7FIG. 3. 3  line emission constraints on the decay rate
into two mono-energetic photons. These constraints apply
to all dark matter candidates with this signature. The con-
straints are taken from: yellow [40], orange [41] (conserva-
tively rescaled by a factor of two due to mass estimate uncer-
tainties as recommended in [10]), red [42], grey [43], purple
[44], blue [45], cyan [46], green [47].
A. Existing constraints
In Fig. 3 we plot the emission line constraints over the
wide range of photon energies of 0.07 keV to 200GeV.
The very soft X-ray emission is covered by Chandra
Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG) observations
of NGC3227 (0.07 4.1 keV) [40] and a rocket borne light
cryogenic spectrometer (0.25  1.1 keV) [41, 48].
The 0.3 12 keV range is well covered with constraints
from various objects observed with the Chandra and
XMM X-ray telescopes [42–45, 49–58]. In Fig. 3 we
have chosen the strongest robust constraints3 from XMM
observations of the Milky Way and M31 [42] and from
Chandra observations of the Draco dwarf galaxy [43].
3 Some analyses have claimed stronger constraints in this energy
interval, but were later found to be too optimistic. Ref. [59]
underestimated the flux by two orders of magnitude [49, 51].
According to Ref. [42] the mass was overestimated in Ref. [60]
leading to too restrictive constraints. The constraints in Ref.
[61] might be too restrictive due to the choice of source profile
[45], and the spectral resolution appears overestimated in Ref.
[62]
The di↵use X-ray background observed with HEAO
was searched for line emission by Ref. [44] over the range
3   48 keV, and line emission constraints have been de-
rived from INTEGRAL SPI observations of the soft  -ray
background (20 keV   7MeV) [45]. For energies above
those covered by INTEGRAL the constraints are two or-
ders of magnitude worse as this range is only covered by
a combination of the rather old COMPTEL and EGRET
instruments onboard the CGRO. However, line emission
constraints have been derived up to 100GeV [46]. The
most recent flagship for  -ray searches is the Fermi  -ray
Space Telescope, for which line emission searches have
been performed for the range of 7  200GeV [47].
B. Future improvements
The constraints on the majoron decay rate into two
mono-energetic photons shown in Fig. 3 can be improved
by increasing the statistics or the spectral resolution. In-
creasing statistics (either by exposure time or by sensitiv-
ity) improves the constraints as  new   =
q
N ex  /N
new
    
ex
   ,
where N ex, new   are the existing and new total of pho-
tons per bin (assuming both source and background
counts increase by the same amount). Increasing the
spectral resolution improves the constraints directly as
 new   = E
new
FWHM/E
ex
FWHM 
ex
   and is consequently prefer-
able but also technically more challenging.
C. Model comparison
We now compare the observational constraints ob-
tained in the previous section to the predictions of di↵er-
ent realizations of a general majoron seesaw model. In
particular, we perform a random scan over the Yukawa
matrices (Y⌫ , Y1, Y3) and vevs (v1, v3) that character-
ize the seesaw mass matrix M⌫ in Eq. (2). For each
point in the parameter space we evaluate the e↵ective
light neutrino mass matrix and the Majoron decay rate
to neutrinos following Eqs. (4) and (10), respectively.
We then choose, among all possible realizations, those
that are in agreement with current neutrino oscillation
data [63] as well as with the bound on neutrino decay
rate in Eq. (15). Finally we compute the corresponding
decay rate to photons, as described in Sec. II.
We show the results of our scan in parameter space
in Fig. 4, together with the constraints already shown
in Fig. 3. It is clearly visible that the J !    con-
8FIG. 4. The line emission constraints from Figure 3 (grey)
compared to model predictions (colored dots), for di↵erent
values of the triplet vev v3.
straints from line emission searches already begin to cut
the remaining parameter space for realistic models. This
happens in particular for models with v3 larger than a
few MeVs. However, models with lower values of the
triplet vev predict a photon flux that falls below the ob-
servational limits, as seen from the figure. For example,
for v3 < 100 eV, predictions lie below both current and
planned  -ray observatory sensitivities.
Note that, although for masses above 1 MeV the ma-
joron could decay to electron-positron pairs, nevertheless
the branching ratio is negligible. However, at even higher
masses, new decay channels open up, with the production
of muon-anti-muon pairs etc. In this case these decays
would produce continuum gamma-ray emission at ener-
gies below the emission line. This does not change any of
the constraints given in Figs. 3 and 4, though it would
give rise to additional constraints from continuum photon
fluxes and subsequent radio emission.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have updated previous constraints on the param-
eters of the majoron dark matter model using the most
recent CMB, X- and  –ray observations. From the CMB,
we have derived an upper limit on the rate of the invisible
decay of the dark matter particle, namely, in the frame-
work of the model under consideration, on the majoron
decay to neutrinos. Translated in terms of the particle
lifetime, this constrains the majoron lifetime to be larger
than 50 Gyrs.
Since, as already shown in Ref. [32], the late decay of
dark matter mostly a↵ects the large angular scale part
of the CMB power spectrum, where the uncertainty is
dominated by cosmic variance, we do not expect a dra-
matic improvement by using the Planck data rather than
WMAP9. Likewise, the small-scale data from ACT and
SPT are not expected to change significantly our con-
straints. However, we cannot exclude that a more precise
determination of the intermediate to high-ell part of the
spectrum could a↵ect, via parameter degeneracies, the
estimation of the decay rate. We defer a more careful
study of this issue to a future work.
The majoron also possesses a subleading decay mode
to two photons, that can be constrained by astrophysical
observations in the X and   regions. We have compared
these limits to the theoretical predictions corresponding
to di↵erent values for the parameters of the underlying
particle physics model. We have found that the observa-
tional constraints already exclude part of the parameter
space for models in which the vev of the triplet v3 is
larger than a few MeVs. On the other hand, for smaller
values of v3, the current limits need to be improved by
at least 6 orders of magnitude before the allowed region
in parameter space can be reduced.
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